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Introduc.on

Previous Approaches

Bounds

Construc.ng CCCs

Short DNA strands represen.ng some
binary data are synthesized and stored
as unordered sequences, thousands of
.mes each. Each strand (data) is
preﬁxed with an index so it can be
placed in the correct loca.on in respect
to the other strands [1].

Several approaches have been oﬀered
to solve the clustering problem. Each
priori.ze computa.onal complexity or
storage rate over the other.

𝒜",$ e, 𝑡 denotes the size of the
largest CCC. The following bound apply:

Using only 1 bit for redundancy, each
group of strands can be encoded
eﬃciently to sa.sfy the clustering
constraint.

· Indices with error-correc.ng code [2]
- Low storage rate (High redundancy).
+ Eﬃcient clustering (Group by index).

· Clustering by pairwise comparisons [3]

The Problem
Upon reading each strand has hundreds
of copies going through a sequencer. All
reads has to be clustered. In the
presence of errors in the index part,
strands might be misclustered.

The strands are scrambled and it might
also aﬀect the recovered data.

- High computa.onal complexity.
- Does not provide perfect clustering.
+ High storage rate (No redundancy).
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Ensuring Separa.on
In order to ﬁx a strand that violates the
clustering constraint a special sequence
is embedded in its data called Repelling
Sequence. The sequence is built based
on all neighbors of the viola.ng strand.

Each strand that violates the constraint
in respect to some other strand is zipped
based on their similarity. The remaining
space is used to ensure that their data is
well separated as the constraint
demands.

Hybrid Solu.on
Clustering-Correc.ng Codes – a new
family of constraint codes in which each
codeword, when stored into a DNA storage
system, can be eﬃciently clustered upon
reading. The result clustering is perfect.
Each codeword sa.sﬁes a clustering
constraint – for each two indices that can
appear as a noisy copy of each other the
data parts of the matching strands should
be well separated.
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All modiﬁca.ons are chained. The
decoding is done by going through the
chain in reverse order and extrac.ng the
original data of each strand.
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